WEED INHIBITING DANSAND
FOR BEAUTIFUL PATIOS & DRIVES

RENOVATIONS PROCESS

NO GROW™
NATURAL 20KG

NO GROW™
STONE DUST 20KG

NO GROW™
POLYMERIC 20KG

FOR NARROW JOINTS 1-5MM

FOR BOTH PATIOS & DRIVEWAYS

FOR HARD JOINTS

NO GROW™ natural
contains special organic minerals to
inhibit weeds growing and the very
high PH value makes it very difficult
for new weeds to germinate. Requires
a block height of at least 4cm and gap
width of between 1-5mm.

Stone Dust consists of
crushed granite from special rock which
gives it a stylish dark colour. The joint
filling material creates a very long lifespan
compact joint and its unique composition
makes it very difficult for new weeds to take
hold. Requires a block height of at least
4cm and gap width of between 1-20mm.

NO GROW™ Polymeric
is flexible joint filling sand which when
moistened, then activates a binding
agent to harden the joint to a depth
of 1cm. It requires a block height of
at least 4cm and also a joint width of
between 3mm & 10mm.

Coverage: 20kg covers 5-10m2

Coverage: 20kg covers 2-10m2

Coverage: 20kg covers 5-10m2

CLEAN JOINTS

REMOVE WEEDS

! IMPORTANT
Clean out the joints
down to at least
40mm. Then use
an environmentally
approved weed killer.

! IMPORTANT
Completely remove
weeds with a
environmentally
approved weedkiller
before you start any
work. NO GROW™ will
not eradicate existing
weeds that have roots
either in or underneath
the joints. NO GROW™
is not a weedkiller, it is
a weed inhibitor.

STEP 1

Follow all of the
manufacturers
instructions for use.

STEP 2

CLEAN SURFACE

MIX NO GROW

Clean off the surface
with water as it will
have been soiled from
cleaning out the old
joint filler. Leave the
cleaned paving to
completely dry out
BEFORE filling with
new NO GROW™.

Mix the NO GROW™
well before use. Sweep
the NO GROW™
into the joints using
length-wise diagonal
movements. Check
there is enough
NO GROW™ in the
joints by firmly
pressing a utensil
down into the filled
area. The utensil
should not sink.

STEP 3

STEP 4

CLEAN WHOLE AREA

STEP 5

When all of the joints
are completely filled,
clean the surface with
a soft brush.
Maintenance:
Keep the joints clean,
periodically top-up if
required due to water
and wind erosion.
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ACTIVE PRODUCTS UK LTD
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